
 

 

200 Kg Foams Compression Hardness Testing Machine With Computer Control 

 

 

  

 

 Product Details: 

 Place of Origin: China 

 Brand Name: YUYANG 

 Certification: ISO 9001:2000; ISO 9001:2008; QS-9000; ISO 14001:2004; CE SGS SMC CMC CPA CECMAIMC 

 Model Number: YY1206 



 Payment & Shipping Terms: 

 Minimum Order Quantity: 1 set 

 Price: Negotiation 

 Packaging Details: Strong wooden case 

 Delivery Time: 7-14 work days after order confirmed 

 Payment Terms: L/C T/T 

 Supply Ability: 10 sets per month 

 Share to： 

Product Details 

200Kg Foams Compression Hardness Testing Machines With Computer Control 

  

  

Description: 

  

This machine is used for material compressed indentation hardness testing, such as: 

sponge,foam and other porous elastic. we can save and print the date by linked 

computer, the national standard requirements testing way include A method, B method 

and C method . the instrument is controlled by computer, a variety of testing data can 

be quickly and accurately collected, processed ,displayed and printed. 

  

  

Standard: 

  

Apply to GB/T10807-89,ISO 2439-1980 Requirements 

  

  

Parameter: 

  

1.the testing speed of pressure plate   10-500mm/min 

2.compressed indentation hardness range    200KG 

3.the deviation    less than 1% 

4.the pressure plat diameter    200+3mm 

5.the bottom fillet    R1 mm 

  

  



Features: 

  

1. Set the concavity value in advance, the timing circuit will accurately control it. 

2. With high-precision pressure sensors and large scale integrated circuits. it is easy to 

control 

3. There are three methods(A,B,C)to test the indentation hardness 

4. The system automatically clears the system after receiving the starting command. 

5. When the specimen is breaking, it will returns to the original position. 

6. According to the size of the load, it can switch the different gears to ensure 

measurement accuracy is  good 

7. Adjustable testing speed according to different samples 

8. System self-calibration 

9. The computer will display Data and curve testing dynamic process. then we can know 

and analyze thedate of every points 

10. The data curve test result can be read and store 

11. We can adjust test speed, displacement, strain and other test methods according 

different require        

12. We can use different kind of sensors in one testing machine, it can be used widely. 

13. It will Automatically shuts down when the load exceeds the rated value. 
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